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Boeing unveils the future of manned spaceflight: It’s modern… and very blue

Boeing's Impressive Futuristic CST-100 Space Capsule

Boeing shares ambitious dream of new commercial spacecraft (and it looks uber cool)

Boeing Unveils Cabin Design for Commercial Spaceliner

Boeing's Spaceliner Cabin Is the Stuff Of Sci-Fi Dreams

Boeing, yeni uzay kapsülü CST-100'ün iç dizayn görsellerini yayınladı

Wnętrze kapsuły Boeing CST-100
Boeing definitely wins the 'Coolest Interior' award.

I want a ride! No, I want one ... now!

I'm only 29 but I'm adding one of these trips to my bucket list right now. Hopefully I will be able to experience a trip into space at some point during my lifetime.

Damn born too blinking early, will miss all the exciting things to come with space travel, beam me up Scotty!

cool more of that please :-)

Looks like the bridge of the Enterprise. Nice! At least this generation of spaceships will LOOK cool.

I mean, the CST-100 capsule on the outside looks small and cramped but the inside pictures looks like there is a whole lot of room, so how did you guys do it?
QUESTIONS?
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